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Title word cross-reference

$24.69 [Kel96c]. \alpha [Kok99]. K [Mus91b].$
-metric [Kok99].
0-201-87746-5 [Kel96c].
3Rs [Yu91].
4 [Ole93]. 4th [Rei97, Sit96].
5th [PD98].
6th [PT94].
7-layered [Rya96]. 7th [LW96b].
8th [EW97, KW96].
'9 [PBL99], '91 [Wie92], 94 [Vil95]. 95 [Swa96]. 97 [Fug96]. 99 [Ano99]. 9th [PBL99].
= [KKLK98].
A011 [TTC95]. ability [FW91]. Abstract
Jac93, Bec99, Blu93, BG94, BDM90, Cor96, Day96, Jac96, Par97, PV97, Pet96, Rec96].
Abstracting [Gun96]. abstraction
abstractions [AA98, DCH97, GCBM96], abstracts [PW95].
academia [Gri98].
accommodates [YHR90].
accreditation [ELB*98].
accuracy [CC96].
Acedia [Van95].
acquiring [Jia92].
acquisition [Gam97, Kel96b].
Acquisitions [Add98].
acronyms [Hec90].
action [GMK99].
actions [XGG98].
active [Hua98b].
activities [JDL*99].
AD [Mac91b].
AD/Cycle [Mac91b].
Ada [Che92a, DBDS93, HSWZ94, Hug91, JS90, Lai91, Sea91, YT90, Hol96].
Adaptable [Dav95a, GI90].
adaptation [IGE97].
adaptive [Bas97, MDE97].
added [O’N97].
Adding [Wil90].
ADL [CRS96].
adoption [CDP95].
avanced [Joh96b].
avantage [LSJ97].
afford [Sco92].
Age [Kel97a].
agent [JDL*99, LZL98, Nou96, XGG98].
agent-oriented [LZL98].
agents [HZG99, Nou98].
agility [Bru96].
agility/Maturity [Bru96].
agreement [LW99].
agreement-driven [LW99].
Aided [Aik90, Nou96].
Airport [Swa96].
Alexander [Lea94].
Alexandria [PSTZ99].
Algebra [Hoa93, Zel94, Zel95a, Vaz96].
Algebraic [WF99, Den96, HS96d, LMD90, Vaz96].
algorithm [CP93, HF98, NA98, NAC99, YHR90].
algorithms [Gre97, RvH91, WF93].
alias [HR96].
aliasing [ZRL96].
All-du-path [YSP98].
all-uses [MB96].
along [FF97].
ami [Kel96c].
amplifying [HV93].
analogical [LU95].
analyses [LH99b, ZRL96].
analysing [KJ97c, KP98b].
Analysis [Aye96c, MS97b, PfH95c, Rl99, AGM97, AG98, Bal98, Bal99a, BJ93, BF92, CC96, CGK97a, CK93, CK95, CGK97b, CGHS99, CA94, DTF96, DBDS93, DC94, FH95, Gam97, GHJ98, Gor93, Hei96, HRS95, HS96c, Jac93, Jac98, Jan94, KL96, Kit97, KJ97c, LM97, Lan93, LF95, LT93, LH99b, LH99a, Lut93, MLMK97, MM96, Mus91a, NCO96, NACO97, NCC99, PY96, PfH94, PfH95d, PfH95a, PfH95b, PY93, PA96, PD90, RRL99, Sm91, ST98, SPH99, SMDP96, TvpK90, Tra92, Tra96b, UOH93, VG94, WTW*91, WF93, WH99].
analyst [VPC98].
analytic [AS95].
analyzed [Rya95].
Analyzing [AG93, FGP93, RM99b, CL91, JD96, Pl95].
Anderson [Kim97].
Andrew [Lei98].
animal [RP98].
annealing [TCM98].
Annotated
[Tra95c, Ar95, BP92, BW93, Edw94, FP94, GJ94, HLO*92, Ro94, TS90, vdBKV97].
Annual
[Add98, EW97, GT93, LW96b, PT94].
Anstey [Pet98].
answers [Kol98].
anymore [Bu91].
applet [pP98].
applet-like [pP98].
applicable [HF98].
Application [Woo90, Bts94, CJPV90, GCN92, Jar95, KW95, MR90, SIZ97, SAM97, TC97, WGS99].
application-specific [GCN92].
applications
[BEKM97, BM98, Che92a, JSZ97, Joh96b, Pol90, RBDL97, pP98, Doe98a].
applied [TFW93].
Applying [Aye96c, FH95, LS90a, MS98, NAC90, PT97, He93].
apportionment [AS95].
apprentice [WT91].
Approach
[Kel96d, Kel96c, AL95, BK95a, Bha95, Bha97, Buk91, BGL98, CM96, DKW92, EH97, FB97a, Gam97, GCN92, GS95, Hei92, HHJ99, HZG99, HK97, JGS99, KSZ91, KT96, Lam97b, LS94, LZL98, LU95, MFC95, MF96, Pit91, PW97, Ram96, SNS99, SVR97, Tom94, Tur93, Vaz96, Woo93, ZW96, Aye96b, Doe97a, Doe97c, Doe97d].
approaches [JK99].
appropriate
[Kit96a, Kit96b].
Arcadia
[Kad92, ROMA92].
arbitrating
Architectural
[Rec96, Tra97a]. Architectural
[Sha95a, Gaf99, GAO94, MORT96, SvK98].

Architecture
[Edw96, RI99, Tra95e, Wol97, AAG93,
And95, BGW+99, BSKH92, C1e90, DW97,
FC98, Gar95b, Gri99a, Kar98, Le 96, LA98,
LZL99, MT97, MIF+97, Nor97, PW92,
THRE+94, TCY93, Tra94, WF99, GTP95].

Architectures
[Add98, CW98a, Gar95a,
BCGS95, DBM97, FLP99, Gac95, Jar95,
Lam97a, MK96, MOT97, MQ94, NACO97,
TT95, Tra96b, Tho98]. archiving
[BBP99].

Ariane
[Dow97].

arising
[Bly97].

Arithmetic
[Fos91].

Arranga
[Ray98a].

Art
[Tra97a, DKLS96, Mod92, Ros96].

articulation
[SVM99].

artifacts
[SVR97].

asked
[Tra94]. aspect
[Jac93].

assess
[PSTV95].

Assessing
[FW91]. assessment
[Kra97]. assessors
[Kra97]. assets
[BGW+99]. assistance
[War92]. assistant
[QJD90].

assisted
[RF90]. assurance
[Buk91, FB97a, Lok92, Smi91]. ASTRAL
[CPK93]. asynchronous
[MFR94].

attribute
[TSK90]. authoring
[LP97].

Automated
[BKW96, BG94, GMS98, Kor96, KAY98,
SSP95, TCM98, WTW+91, AGM97, CR99b,
CLL96, LP97, Swa96, Ter93a, Vog93].

Automatic
[GBR98, Guo97, JH98,
MAH+98b, Shi91, VH93, BF99, Mar98a].

automatically
[MiS97].

Automation
[SGJ+97, Jaz95]. avionics
[BCGS95, Lam97b]. avoid
[Boe99, JGS99, Mus91a]. aware
[Ste99]. AXE
[LK97].

bachelor
[Sol98].

Bad
[Kel96a]. baggage
[Swa96].

band
[Tak99].

Barbara
[Ec99a].

Barriers
[Dav96, Fin97].

Based
[Do97a, Kos98, LNS98, UCD99, Aik90,
AG91, BGV90, BJ93, BK95a, BL97, BZ99,
CC96, CABN98, CRS96, CR99b, Che94a,
CW98b, Den96, DK99, DP98, EHT97,
Fek95, FGP93, FHS+92, Fie99, FB97a,
Holl90, JK95, Jor95, JBVW94, LW93, LvO92,
Mar97, Mat97, MV96, MMS96, MTO+92,
NCC99, PO96, Pet91, SRZ97, Sw98,
Sh95b, SW94, Spr91, SVR97, SC93b,
T95, Ter90, TM99, TWC92, VG94,
W98, AK99, Fav96]. basis
[Den96, JSZ97].

be
[Hol99]. beat
[GHJ98]. before
[Bra90]. behaves
[Rya95]. behavior
[KKLK98, SPL96, Wal92]. behavioral
[CL91, Kil99]. behaviorally
[M297]. behaviorally-based
[M297]. Benefits
[Ste99, BO99, PSTV95]. better
[Jaz95]. between
[CA93, Gun96, HJ94, J999, K99,
Lam98, MNS95]. Beyond
[AA95, Sha95b, SH96, O’L96a]. Biblio
[Mrd90]. bibliography
[Arn95, B92]. BW93, Edw94, FP94,
GJ94, HLO+92, Rot94, TS90, Ter90, Tri90,
dBKV97]. binary
[DJ96]. board
[Bag98a]. Booch
[Coo98b].

Book
[Aye95, Aye96a, Aye96b, Aye96c, Aye97,
Bor95, Doe97a, Doe97c, Doe97d, Doe97b,
Doe98a, Fin96a, Fin96b, Hol96, Ire97,
Ive97, Kel96c, Kel96d, Kel96b, Kel96c,
Kel97a, Kos95, Kos98, Lec96a, Lei96a,
Lei96b, Lei98, Neu95c, O’L96a, O’L96b,
O’L96c, O’L97a, O’L97b, Ola98, Per96,
Per97, Pou95, Pou98, Ray96, Ray97a,
Ray97b, Ray98a, Ray98b, Sur97, Tra95b,
Tra95c, Tra97a, Tra98a]. Books
[Tr95b]. Boolean
[BGL98]. both
[MZ98]. bounded
[WTW+91]. bounding
[CA93]. box
[Mat92]. brewery
[SC93a].

Brian
[Kos98]. bridges
[Pet96]. bridging
[Lam98, MNS95, Tra98b]. briefly
[Arn95].

Bringing
[Aye96a]. Brock
[MS96].

browsing
[HLS+99]. Bruce
[Kim97]. BS
[LN99]. bug
[Pre99a]. Bugfind
[CD90].

Bugs
[Neu95a]. Building
[And95, CDP95, EAD99, Kel96d, ZR96,
Kad92, KSL90, LWM99, Que92, SRZ97].

built
[KWP+98]. built-in
[KWP+98]. Business
[Ben96, He93, Vil95].

by-product
[Was95].
C [Ive97, Lei98, Ray98a, BZ95, CR99a,
CGK97a, HSWZ94, Hug91, Kar98, SR96,
SCB+99, Wyb90, O’L96b].
C/C [O’L96b].
C2 [MOT97, MORT96].
C2-style [MOT97].
CAIS [MFR94], calculus
[Fro90, MFDM97, Boo93, YCZ98].
calculating [Ves99].
California [GS96].
calculus [Fro90, MFDM97, Woo93, YCZ98].
calibrating [Ves99].
California [GS96].
call [Bru96, Kil99, Kol98, Zho90].
Cambridge
[Ive97].
Can [Sco92, Ham98, Kic96, Loy93].
cancer [Bou93].
Capability [Aye95].
card [BM98].
card-oriented [BM98].
cards [GLV99].
car [Ray97b].
case [Ray97b].
CASE
[Pou93, TL90, Ber93, DTF96, Fek95, FGP93,
HS96a, KP98c, KP98b, Lam97b,
Pf994, PK97, Rin92, Ros97, RGR92, SC93b,
WVF95, XZLY95, BK95a, Bia97, Dro97b,
GRW90, Hua98b, Jan94, MeL93, Ole93,
Pol90, Sha94, TS90, Tri90, Wyb91, YH96].
case-study [Lam97b].
case-tool [PK97, Ole93].
cases [KPP+99, Mar98b, MMS96].
casts [SCB+99].
cataloguing [HSF92].
cautions [DeT91].
CAx [Que92].
CAx-framework [Que92].
CCS [BCJ96].
CDRI [TTC95].
centered [Bar92, Bla97, GJ94, SHO90].
centred [Lam98].
Century
[BBB+99, Ola98].
certify [Kra97].
Challenge [Ola98].
challenges [Fin98].
Chamond [Ray98b].
Change
[Ioe97, Ke96a, Mar90, OH90, SC98, SwK98,
SHO90, VN96].
change/configuration
[Mar90].
changes [SC98, TSK90].
changing [MiS97].
channels [CI94].
chaos [Rac95a, Rac95b].
characteristics [Car93].
characterization [DW97].
chart [Guo97].
Chasing [Neu95a].
check [Blu93, EGH94].
checked [Bok99].
Checking
[DJ96, GMD99, AY98, AB+96, AG91,
BFG96, CABN98, CR99a, DY94, DCH97,
DP98, FLP99, GH99, GHJ98, JG999,
JXXG98, WVF95].
checklists [Bry99].
chemical [Kog95].
children [He93].
CHIME [DK99].
choosing [Pf95a].
chopping [RR95].
Christopher [Lea94].
CIP [Fie99].
claim [ZS99].
claims [DS97].
Clarifying [Kra97].
clashes [Boe99].
class
[PK97, ST98, SPM99].
classes
[Che93b, HR94].
classification
[HSF92, Lai92, LU95, MAK97].
classifying
[MT97].
classroom
[JBVW94, Ke97a].
cleanroom
[Smi96].
clinical
[Jac90].
class [PY93].
clusters
[Wau97].
CMM [Se95].
co [LV97].
co-ordinator
[LW99].
Coad
[Doe98a].
Cobler [He93].
Cobol
[FR99, Tom94, Ray98a].
COCA
[LWM99].
COCOMO
[IGE97].
CODE
[CHS90, Kam91, CGK97a, Dav95a, ACM97,
EGHT94, FC98, GM99, Got99, HS96a,
JGS99, LSJ97, MPR99, MS97a, P99a,
PR97, PST95, Shn93, WWJB98].
coding
[Bra90].
CoffeeStrainer
[Bok99].
coffin
[MKA97].
Cohesion
[BK95b].
Collaboration
[WB+99].
collaborative
[Her99, KTC+92, MAM93, MFR94].
collection
[Ag99].
combining
[BF99, Mar98b, WRBM97, XJ98].
Coming
[Pet91].
comment
[MS96].
Comments
[Mac91a, Off90, YH96].
commercial
[Tra98b].
committee
[Not96].
communication
[CI94, Che92c, HJ99,
LA98, NC96, Term3a, VPC98].
Communications
[Re97].
community
[Edw99, HKM98].
compact
[Cor98].
companionship
[BdL99].
Comparative
[Sim96].
Comparing
[SRL98, WRBM97, MT97].
Comparison
[JGS99, Den96, Loy90, SC93a].
compatibility
[CL91].
competence
[And95].
Compiler
[O’L97b, BTS94, Kar98].
compilers
[CD90, VB97].
complete
[Vaz94, XD98].
Completeness
[mWE91].
Complex
[Nor97, Tra96a, BTH94, SS95].
complexity
[KBZ98, Law98c, Rac95c].
Component
[LSN98, SW94, UCD99, AG98, Fie99, HJ99,
JK99, MAK97, SN90, Wh95].
Component- [Fie99]. Component-Based [LNS98, UCD99, SW94, JK99].
Components [CE99, Edw96, Joh97, BHKW94, CDP95, Dai95, EHL94, HC99, HSWZ94, HZG99, Mis97, MOT97, PW95, Sug95, Tra97b, ZW95]. componentware [Kim98]. composability [CPK93].
composites [BGL98]. composition [CPK93].
Compositional [BFG96, CK95, JXXG98, Tho98, CK93, CGK97b, CA94].
comprehension [MRS98]. comprehensive [HHJ99]. Computation [HRS98, HR96].
Computers [Neu95e, Neu95f, Neu95b, Neu90b, Neu90c, Neu91a, Neu91b, Neu93, Neu95d, Neu95g, Neu96b, Neu96c, Neu96d, Neu97a, Neu97b, Neu97c, Neu97d, Neu98a, Neu98b, Neu98c, Neu98d, Neu99a, Neu99b].

concurrent [BMS93, CC96, CA93, Cor96, Cor98, DS94a, DY94, DC94, GPS96, KT96, Lai91, NAC99, Que92, XGG98]. conditions [Fek95]. conducting [Hof90]. Conference [Con99, Don97, Nor97, Rei97, Tat96, Tra95a, Tra95f, Ano99, CQW95, DP98, Sit96, Sit97].

conferences [Tra97c]. Confessions [Lei95, Tra95d]. Configuration [Kob90, MR90, Som96, Gun96, HM97, Joe97, ML90, Mar90, SNS99, Spr91, Zel95b].
Configuring [KRT97]. congruent [Bro90, Ket90, Lot90]. connected [Bla97].
constraint [GBR98]. constraints [Bok99, BGL98, CK93, CK95, Day96, Kel96a, XP91].
Construct [Cor96, Cor98, Fro90, Sug95]. Construction [Hol96, Che91b, Che91c, Fie99, HMR93, HZG99, JZZ95, LS94, Mar98a, Rin92, O’L97b]. constructs [Sm91, SHO90]. containment [Kel97b].
content [HM97, MM96]. content-derived [HM97]. context [CK93, Kit96, Rem97, SPL96, SRLZ98].
contexts [Kob90]. contextual [PW97]. contribute [Kic96]. contributions [BK95a].
Control [Arn95, Bal98, Che92c, HRS98, Jac90, LHR99, MAM93, RM99a, Sha95b, WP92]. controlled [MAKGM97]. controlled-vocabulary [MAKGM97].
convenient [Kil91]. Conventional [Kil91]. ConversationalBuilder [KTC92]. conversations [BO99].
conversion [Sar93]. cooperation [Bar92]. Cooperative [Kri95, BL97]. Coordinating [JDL99]. coordination [BZ99, Ver96].
COCOZ [XDH98, YCZ98]. Coping [SCB99, TSK90]. core [Sim95].
Corporate [CHS90]. correctly [Rya95]. Correctness [Bro90, Ket90, Lot90, MQ94].
Cost [BG90, Ari93, DKW92, GI90, Gor93, IGE97, JBVW94, PSTV95, RW96].
COTS-based [Fav96]. counter [BFG96]. counter-examples [BFG96].
counterexample [JD96]. coverage [Agr99, DS97, LGRM91, MB96, YSP98].
Coyle [Ray98a]. Craft [Kos98]. Creating [Amo95, BCGS95, Lam97a]. Creativity [Neu95c]. Crisis [Oha98, Joh96a].
criteria [ELB98, Kit96a]. Critical [DPS96, Se94, AGM97, BF91, Che92a].
Dagstuhl [GTP95, THP93]. Daily [Ano99].
Daistish [HS96b]. Data [DC94, RRL99, Agg97, BTS94, BGS97].
Database [Sar93, JSZ97, TTB +90]. Databases [Pou95].
Dataflow [HRS95]. Data-driven [CW98b, LSJ97, TRC93, WRBM97].
Deadlock [Trap98]. Deadlock [DBDS93].
Debugging [Bec91, CD90, DE91a, DE91b, GFB99, JGS99, Law97, Mac91a, Shi91, Le96a].
Decision [Ada99, BZ99, DJJ96, KBZ98, MSU98, Tak99].
Declarative [HL+99]. Decomposition [ZRL96].
Decoupling [VN96]. Dedicated [GL96]. Deduction [Vaz96].
Deductive [AGM97]. Def [SP95]. Def-use [SP99].
Defect [Neu95a, Kel97b, LSJ97, WRBM97].
Defects [Rin96]. Define [Sha94]. Definition [Bok99].
Degree [Sol98]. Demand [HRS95].
DeMarco [Traf98]. Democracy [Buc91].
Dennis [Coo98a]. Dependability [Ham94, Ham96].
Dependence [HMR93, HRS98]. Dependences [JR94].
Dependencies [Gun96]. Depends [HB94].
Deployment [Sar91]. Derivation [BdLLvdS90, Red90].
Derived [HM97]. Describing [CDHW93].
Description [Wau97, CJPV90, MT97, Sar92c, Whi95].
Descriptions [AAC93]. Deserve [TBK92].
Design [Aye96a, Bur96, Doe97b, Doe97d, Kim97, Kog95, Pf94, Pf95c, Sch92a, Tra96a, Ana98, Bra90, Coo96, Day96, Dro96, DR97, Fis93, GAO94, Gar95b, Hua98a, JD96, Jac98, KSZ91, Kok96, KS91, ML96, Mar98b, MSU98, MS96, McLL91, McL92, MORT96, MDE97, Pf95d, Pf95a, Pf95b, PT97, PSTZ99, RRG97, RDO98, Rin93, RW97, SS95, SvG98, Sha95b, Smi91, Son95, SO97, Ter93b, TC97, TVKP90, TWC92, VN96, WT91, Vr92, FvL94, KW96, Pou98, Ray98b, Aye96c].
Designers [BDM90, Lea94].
Designing [Bhu93, LHR99, G999a, KP98a, SAMS97].
Designs [BF99, CDHW93, KRT97, LSJ97, YT90].
Desk [PSTZ99]. Desktop [RM99a].
DESMET [Kit98]. Detecting [FW91, NA98].
Detection [CGK97a, CW98b, LSJ97, TRC93, WRBM97].
Detector [JD96]. Determine [PP97].
Deterministic [AL93]. Deutsch [Fin99].
Developer [Gam97]. Developing [BEKM97, CCR90, Hen95a, ROMA92, Sca91, Traf97b, Dro97a, Doe97a].
Development [CHS90, CW98a, Dai95, DS94b, Doe97b, FCC94, Fin96a, Lei96a, Ray96, SFE97, AK99, AL95, BG90, BV90, BCC +99].
Deductive [Bec99, BSK92, BK5a, CCL90, Car93, Che94a, CS90, Con92, Dan91, DS94a, Dol91, DK99, DE91a, DE91b, Ebe97, FP98, GRW90, HK92, HS95, Kad92, KTC +92, KT97, Kim98, KSZ91, Law98c, Loy90, Lyu91, MAM93, Mar97, MV96, MR92, Mr90, OAF98, PSTV95, R95, Rin91a, RF90,
SSP95, SC93a, SS90, SAMS97, SARL91, SVR97, Ste93, SC98, TTC95, Ter93a, Ter90, Tri93, Vaz93, WGHS99, Wyb90, XJG98, XZLY95, ZAD+97, vM91, Muhl96.

developments [Go90, LS90a]. development [Gol90, LS90a].

diagnosis [Kel96a]. diagnosis [Kel96a].

diagnostic [Sar92a]. diagnostic [Sar92a].

diagram [Guo97]. diagrams [DJJ96, Vaz94, Vaz96].

dialog [ND90]. Dihomoty [Dav95b].

dictionary [O'L97a].

dierences [HJN94].

digital [PSTZ99]. Dijkstra [Ter93b].

dimensional [XJG98]. dimensions [DvK95].

direct [Gri93, Smi91]. directed [MZ98].

direction [Tri91]. Directions [Ang99, THP93, FF97, GJK95, JG96, LA98].

directory [Tra95c].

discipline [Bec99, Gar95b, OSW94].

discovery [JDL+99].

discussion [Car93, Che92a, Tri92]. disseminating [Sea97].

distributed [UCD99, AC95, AA98, BDG+95, CK95, Cle90, DK99, JG96, Kem97, KSL90, Sha94].

distribution [Tak99, pP98].


documentation [Han98, HGGM98, Mar94, Mar98a].

documents [HS90].

does [Amo95, BP99, Lai96]. DoD [Ove90, Pol90, SMDP96, Tra98b].

DoD-Std-2167A [Ove90]. Does [McL93, Vot93, Tra90, Zel99]. Domain [Bai96, CJPV90, Gom95, PD90, Sim96, Tra92, Tra94, Tra95e, CDP95, FH95, FLM95, Gac95, Gam97, HF98, Hen95a, LW96a, LM97, LF95, LZL99, LU95, MHL+97, Rol94, Sim95, SMDP96, TTC95, THRE+94, TCY93].

Domain-Specific [Tra95e, Tra94, LW96a, TTC95, THRE+94, TCY93]. domains [Jar97].

dominator [Agr99]. Donald [O'L97a]. DOTSS [Gam97]. down [War96].

downcasting [PR99]. Draft [ELB+98, ACM97]. driven [AG91, Cla90, DvL96, DS94b, LT93, LW99, Ram96].

Druffel [Lec99]. DSSA [Tra94, Tra95e]. DSSG [XZLY95]. Duality [Dav95b].

duals [MB96]. Duplication [CFT94]. Duration [YCZ98].

Durham [BB96]. during [Lut93].

Dynamic [Gor93, MK96, Ba99a, GS95, HLS+99].

dynamically [FC98, Mls97].

dynamically-linked [FC98]. dynamics [Pre99a].

early [Bou93]. easy [HLS+99]. EDCS [SS95, Tra96a, Wan97]. editing [BGV90, Kob90, WW98].

Edition [Ray97b]. editor [Lec96b]. editors [TWC92].

Edmund [Ray98a]. Educating [SJ96].

Education [Con99, Lud96, Sea97, Kel97a].

educational [RS97].

Edward [Do97c, Doe97d, O'L97a]. Effective [AG98, DKW92, Gor93]. effectiveness [FI98, RW96].

effects [HS96d, SRLZ98, Tak99].


effort [HS96a, Ves99].

EGRET [Joh96b]. EIFFEL [Rin92, Fin96a].

elaboration [DvL96].

electronic [BBP99, BO99, LWM99]. Elements [JD96, DR97].

elevators [GAM95].

elicitation [Hol90, VPC98].

Embedded [Mar98a, Fie99, Mar94, THM99].

emphasized [Bo95].

empirical [FI98, Hen95b, MR92, TWC92, WRBM97, BK99].

Empowerment [Bor95]. enabling [HC99].

enactment [ACM90].

encapsulating [BG94, BM98]. ENCOMPASS [Ter90].

encountered [Kad92]. enforce [Gor93].

Eng [KJ97c, KP98a]. Engineer [Sar94, Joh96a].

Engineered [Sar94].

Engineering [Bai96, Con99, Doe96a, Doe96b, Doe96c, Doe97e, Doe97f, Doe97g, Doe97h, Doe98b, Doe98c, Doe99a, Doe99b, FD96, GM96, Hol95, How95a, How95b, How96, Lud96, Nor97, Pet96, Pf95c, PSP95, PP96, Pou93, Pou95, Pou96, Pou97, Pou98].
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